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Pre-Andorra Ireland
striking form on time!
The ROI Senior men’s volleyball team are finding their
groove with some good results and performances of
late as they prepare for their CEV Qualification Round.
It hasn’t been all rosy for the Boys in Green
however as they were ousted from their
comfort zones from the moment their
intense training programme started at the
end of April. In concentrating on specific
tactics, the team were dealt a reality check in
a straight-sets loss to 1st Division Champions
Amber Coast on April 27th. Although an
improved performance followed two days
later against AerLingus1, fresh from their 3rd
successive Association Cup title win, another
loss transpired and yet more weaknesses
exposed.

evenly poised at 10-10, UCD then regained
their momentum and from there were in
control of the match – a 3-2 win for the
Belfield men. Despite this bad ending, things
were looking much better for the Irish with a
better passing system, while the blocking
and overall defence was showing
remarkable improvement too.

League All-Stars 3-1 in the inaugural Squads
v All-Stars match in UCD. The All-Stars won
the opening set, but on the back of a
number of defeats and with the grit now
firmly between their teeth, the Irish fought
back to claim the next three sets without
reply, conceding 24, 23 and 17 in that order,
to win what was a fantastic match.

A milestone event then followed on May
15th at the VAI AGM where the squad of 12
travelling to Andorra was announced:
Cillian Bracken-Conway, Alexander Gibbons
(both Ballymun Patriots), Andrew Goti
(AerLingus Jets), John Grace (Garda),
Tommy Kilfeather (AerLingus Jets), Oisin
McArdle (UCD), Andrew McCarthy (UCC),
Sean MacSeoin (Garda), Niall Madden
(Ulster Elks), Joseph O'Keeffe (Ballymun
Patriots), Brendan O'Regan (UCD), and
Jonathan Whitty (AerLingus Jets).

The Irish then continued their rich vein of
form with a 3-1 friendly win over Ballymun
Patriots who finished 3rd in this season’s
Premeir-32 League, and then reaching the
final of the recent Amber Coast Tournament,
despite losing marginally to (none other
than) Amber Coast.

The team then spent the May Bank Holiday
weekend in Co. Tipperary where they had a
much needed squad weekend in the form of
a Boot Camp. At this, the players and staff
worked hard on various aspects of their team
play in training, while team bonding played
an important role with various activities
organised, including water polo, gym work,
boxing and morning jogs; little did the team Later that day, the Irish came close to
realise how much of a positive effect all these beating Amber Coast in another friendly
break-away activities would result in …
match, however lost the tie-break by just 5
points in what was a well contested highAfter a couple more mid-week and weekend pressure game.
training sessions, the team then got back on
track and took on Association Cup Finalists, On the following day, May 16th, there was to
UCD. After going 0-1 down, the Irish fought be another remarkable landmark for the Pictured above: White Eagles v ROI
back to go 2-1 ahead, but with the 4th set Irish team as they beat the Premier-32

Röcker: “Be aware, focus, believe,
unite and succeed”
The keywords used by newly appointed physiotherapist and nutritionist to the Irish
Senior men’s team, Richard Röcker, as he talks to the BigBlock about how he has
imposed and advised rigorous changes to the diets and lifestyles of its players.
changes to their lifestyle and to maintain
them not only for a few months but
consistently. As the ancient wise man
Aristotle once said “We are what we
repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an
act, but a habit."

“I started working with the squad around
February 2010. After the first meeting with
the lads and testing their body
composition measurements and reviewing
their health and lifestyle reports, I realised
we had a lot of work to do in a short
amount of time, using Andorra as a target
date to optimise each team member’s
body composition and fitness results.

The lads implemented new lifestyle
strategies not only in body but in mind as
well. Each subsequent test thereafter I was
witness to improvements for each member
of the team. Body fat counts dropped, lean
muscular gains were made, energy
improved, sleep improved, clarity of mind
improved.

My goal was not just to have them at a
healthy body fat percentage but also to
improve lean muscle gains, heal injuries,
increase energy, flexibility and improve
recovery time. This would be accomplished
by making changes to their lifestyle which
would be a challenge for the majority of
the team.

With just a month away from the Small
Nations tournament in Andorra, the lads
are well within reach of their health and
fitness targets. It is a consistent work in
progress and the lads have shown great
effort and trust in the plans laid out for
them and hence are receiving the benefits.

The lads may be the top players in their
home country of Ireland but competing on
an international level is an entirely
different world. In order to earn the right
to play some of the top volleyball countries
the lads would have to make significant

As we approach the final leg to Andorra,
we switch our focus to the mental training
side of things. It never ceases to amaze me
the number of athletes who suffer defeat,

FINAL CALL!! Support your Boys in
Green in their last two fundraisers
In a last-ditch attempt at securing much needed funds for their first CEV Qualification
event in 6 years, the Irish Senior men’s team are to host two final fundraisers before
flying out to Andorra and they ask for one last strong show of support from the Irish
Volleyball Community, family friends and colleagues.
The first fundraiser will take place in the Goat Pub in Goatstown, Dublin 14 on Sunday
th
May 30 starting at 6pm, in the form of a pub quiz with extra games available for all age
groups, including a Nintendo Wii competition – take on Team Ireland at Super Mario Kart!
Door admission is €15 with a fantastic door prize up for grabs – a week’s accommodation
for two people to the Paradise Village resort, Southern France (www.paradisevillage.fr)
st

Immediately afterwards on Monday May 31 , members of the squad will then be running
a table quiz in Ryan’s Bar, Friary St., Kilkenny at 8pm, with €20 entry fee per team (4
people max per team). The funds raised from both events are to cover accommodation
and food expenses for the players and staff in Andorra where they will stay between the
th
th
15 and 20 of June. *** PLEASE SUPPORT OUR BOYS IN GREEN!! ***
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because they are not mentally prepared.
I've always said and experienced through
various athletes that I’ve worked with that
you can have the fittest body in the world
but if you're mind is not in good form and
you're not focused properly, then it doesn't
matter.
I can say that the lads have an awareness
of what must be done and that is always
the first step; point A - being aware! From
there we focus on our next point; point B where we're going. It's always about the
next point and focusing on that. That's
volleyball, the next point. Whatever
happens, whether you win a point or lose a
point, focus on the next point, that’s
always the next step.
I'm confident that if the National team
focuses fully on what's at hand in training,
nutrition, playing as a united team, and
that they always do the best they can do,
and have a belief in themselves that they
will be successful.”

